




On behalf of the Anaheim Ducks, I’d like to welcome you to the First Flight Field Trip. While your actual visit 
to Honda Center might not be for a few days or weeks, your journey begins now. This workbook was put together 
to introduce you to the exciting science concepts you’ll see come to life on the ice on February 28th. Until then, 
the principles of energy that make the game of hockey the best sport in the world can also be found right in your 

classroom. All you need is to know where to look.

My job is to understand the potential of our players’ abilities, how their equipment performs, and the movements 
of our opposition to think of strategies that will result in a Ducks victory. Really, hockey is a simple game. You just 
have to score more goals than the other team. That’s why my coaching staff and I spend the vast majority of our 

time thinking about creating more offense and engineering goals.

To that end, our problem or question is quite obvious. How can the Ducks score more? The solution is not an 
easy one! We take notes, draw diagrams, and train our team in an effort to give each player the best chance to 
put the puck in the back of the net. We need to know how sticks work, players move, pucks travel from stick to 

stick, and how all these things work together within the confined space of an ice rink. Simply put, it takes energy!

You have a job to do! Before coming to Honda Center, the challenge before you is to 
learn about the science of energy and apply this knowledge for a final task at the end 
of this workbook. Our goal is take you on a journey that not only teaches you about 
the sport of hockey but makes a connection to the game I love with the science that 
surrounds us all. Energy isn’t just a word that sits quietly in your textbook. It moves, 

it roars, and it radiates throughout our daily lives. Knowing how to harness it can 
light your classroom or it can bring 17,000 fans to their feet.

Randy Carlyle
Anaheim Ducks 

Head Coach

Dedicated to J.H.2 and all the other superheroes of science.
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The stick is to hockey as cheese is to pizza. No, not delicious, important! In hockey, the stick is the best tool to
consider as we examine the relationship between types of energy and the goals we want to accomplish. While
various forms of the game have existed for hundreds of years, it wasn’t until the early 1800s that the “modern”
hockey stick came into existence. The Mi’kmaq, a group of indigenous peoples native to the Nova Scotia 
region of Canada, are credited with creating the closet relatives of today’s twig (a nickname for the stick). 

These early models were made from hardwood trees abundant in the area. Sticks were carved 
out of one piece of wood making them perfect for knocking pucks around a frozen sheet of ice.

Little improvement was made on this original design, outside of trying different types of 
wood, until the 1940s when stick manufacturers began to laminate thin sheets of wood 

together to make a stronger, lighter stick. The glues and thin sheets of wood also made
these sticks more flexible. This flexibility allowed players to begin curving the blades 
of their sticks affecting both the types of shots they took and the path the puck 
traveled to the net. (It went higher and harder)

For over 100 years the wood stick remained the chosen tool for goal scorers around
the world. However, beginning in the 1960s, new materials began to find their 
way into the hockey stick. Fiberglass began to replace some wood in laminated 
sticks, decreasing their weight, while maintaining their strength. The 1970s and 
80s saw the introduction of metal sticks and with them the beginning of the 
end for the wood once coveted by players. 
Aluminum shafts with wood blades gave 

players the same performance with less 
weight. By the early 1990s very few players 

in the NHL were using wood sticks and with 
the introduction of composite materials, mainly 
carbon fiber, the era of the wooden stick ended.

Today every player in the NHL uses a composite stick. 
The “one-piece” sticks are made of materials like carbon fiber, 
Kevlar, and fiberglass. These materials allow manufacturers 

to mold materials into a singular piece that is durable, 
lightweight, and helps them perform consistently and 

effectively over and over again. Why is that important 
when considering energy? Let’s find out!

A stick is a pretty important tool to a hockey player. Let’s check out the
tools you’ll need to Turn Up The Energy!

jOurnal 
Engineers, even the coaches that design
plays, use journals or notebooks to record
their ideas, collected data and calculations

to read them again later. Each time you

see this icon, write down some notes or any 

observations about energy in your journal. If you like to

draw, sketching plans and diagrams is encouraged.

PEnCIl & ErasEr
Engineers and scientists like to take notes that

are very neat. That’s why they use pencils and

erasers for the best results. It’s important to

keep your ideas or notes, no matter how wild 

and crazy they are. Erase mistakes, not ideas!

DOn’t HavE a jOurnal? 
Go to bit.ly/2018FFFTprojects
to learn how to make one.

1838

1940

Present day



ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS
The engineering design process is another tool engineers use to 
accomplish their tasks and improve upon the things they use daily. 
Read about the design process below and fill in the stack of cubes 
to the best of your ability. Come back to this page anytime you 
need some guidance, especially when you take on The Big Assist.

1. asK a QuEstIOn
Thinking big always starts with a big question. What problem
do you want to solve or what object do you want to build and
improve upon?

2. GatHEr InFOrmatIOn
You don’t need to memorize every fact or formula. Instead,
what’s important is how you research and use the information
that’s out there. Where are you going to look?

3. BraInstOrm anD Plan
Work alone or with a large group to create a list of ideas and
supplies you’ll need to answer the question. What ideas do
you have in your head?

4. BuIlD, tEst, & rEDEsIGn
Make your best ideas and solutions come to life! Create a
model and see if it accomplishes the task that you set out to
do. If it doesn’t, don’t worry, even the best engineers have to
go back to the drawing board. How will you build, test, and
improve your design?

5. sHarE!
Don’t keep that design a secret! Imagine a world where no
one shared their ideas. There wouldn’t be life-saving medical
equipment or spacecraft to explore the universe. How will
you share your work with others?

Share your “Turn Up The Energy” 
photos and videos on social media 
using #ducksfirstflight or upload 
them to bit.ly/2018FFFtprojects
We can’t wait to see your projects 

and share them throughout the event 
on February 28!
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Kinetic energy is simply, moving energy. Since all things, from large planets to microscopic 
atoms, move in myriad ways, there is a classification for all the kinetic energy moving around us.
This includes a burning fire, a honking horn, or the steam rising from a kettle. There are even 
descriptions for the types of movements we make and the actions we impart onto other things.

In hockey, what’s more important than goals and assists? It’s energy! Before the Ducks step out on the ice, head coach 
Randy Carlyle goes over a game plan. Simply put, he tells them to turn uP tHE EnErGY! That’s because when the 
Ducks play with more energy against the league’s best, good things always happen. But, it starts with each player understanding
energy and how it works. Knowing their potential, Ducks players can make it work for them. This leads to more assists, more 
goals, and more victories.

Energy is the ability to do work. It’s everywhere. You can’t smell it or taste it and most of the time you can’t see it. 
But as hidden as it may seem, energy is at work all around us. It only takes a keen eye. 
The is not a single item on this planet that 
doesn’t store or use energy. Just reading 
this sentence requires your brain to 
process at the rate of a billion billion 
calculations per second! Energy 
moves cars, warms our bodies, 
and brightens our homes. 

When you think 
about energy, what 
are the words 
that come to you 
to describe it? 
Using energy, 
write them down 
inside the circles. 
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Potential energy is the energy stored within 
an object so that it can do something useful later. 
With more potential energy, objects have the ability to do 
more work. You can think of this as why rockets need to store huge 
amount of fuel (energy) in their tanks to travel to far away planets and moons. 
This also can be seen in the “spring” elastic items possess when they are pushed or pulled. 
They “hold” onto energy right before you let them go, snapping back like a rubber band or 
shooting forward like a hockey stick.

 

 

 

 

All energy is either 
potential or 

kinetic energy.
There are a variety of 

classifications for each, 
with different “jobs”, 

that always team 
up to help us do work.



mechanical Energy 
is the energy from 
physical motion. Objects
that are pulled, pushed,
twisted, or turned 
has energy.

Heat Energy 
is energy from heat or 
a change in temperature. 
Have you ever seen ice
melt? That’s heat energy 
at work.

Electrical Energy 
is energy that comes 
from moving electrons.
Each time you flip a light
switch from off to on, 
it completes a circuit so
that electricity can move
through the wire to 
turn on the light bulb. 

Gravitational Energy 
is motion that is caused 
by gravity. What happens
when you throw 
something up? It falls,
thanks to gravity.

sound Energy 
is the motion from sound. 
Have you ever turned up 
the car radio so loud that 
it shook the windows? 

FOrms OF KInEtIC EnErGY

Identify and circle the different examples of kinetic energy in the pictures below. Use the “Forms of Kinetic
Energy” index to help you identify objects on the move. (HINT: Look for moving things!)

 

  

 

  

take a look around your classroom. jot down three types of kinetic energy you see. 
sketch a picture of one of them.
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Each night, the Ducks will put 20 skaters onto 
the bench ready to play a game. Combine those
players with the opposing team and it can be hard
to keep track of who’s on the ice! Well, with your
knowledge of energy there’s an easy way to 
follow them as they move on and off the ice.
The positions on a hockey team have 
very unique characteristics, much like 
the qualities that make potential and 
kinetic energy unique from one another. 
Each has a special job to do and 
by working together they can help 
the team win!

KEvIn 
BIEKsa
Defense  |  CAN

KOrBInIan
HOlzEr
Defense  |  DEU

COrEY 
PErrY
Forward  |  CAN

rYan 
KEslEr
Forward  |  USA

FranCOIs
BEauCHEmIn
Defense  |  CAN

Cam 
FOWlEr
Defense  |  CAN

anDrEW
COGlIanO
Forward  |  CAN

aDam 
HEnrIQuE
Forward  |  CAN

PatrICK 
EavEs
Forward  |  CAN

rYan 
GEtzlaF
Forward  |  CAN

CHrIs 
WaGnEr
Forward  |  USA

DEFEnsEmEn “Combination”
Defensemen play hockey as if they were a 
combination of kinetic and potential energies. 
They hold back, not moving as much as forwards, 
but they are not as stationary as the goalie. These
players help provide offense but also help their 
goalie keep the other team from scoring.
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185 cm
89 kg

190 cm
97 kg

185 cm
98 kg

190 cm
97 kg

183 cm
88 kg

178 cm
92 kg

178 cm
80 kg

193 cm
101 kg

183 cm
90 kg

190 cm
97 kg

188 cm
92 kg

180 cm
94 kg



OnDrEj 
KasE
Forward  |  CZE

BranDOn
mOntOur
Defense  |  CAN

rYan 
mIllEr
Goalie  |  USA

DErEK 
Grant
Forward  |  CAN

j.t. 
BrOWn
Forward  |  USA

jaKOB 
sIlFvErBErG
Forward  |  SWE

HamPus 
lInDHOlm
Defense  |  SWE

antOInE 
vErmEttE
Forward  |  CAN

nICK 
rItCHIE
Forward  |  CAN

FOrWarDs “Kinetic” 
Forwards are asked to provide offense,
like goals and assists. We can think of
them as kinetic energy because they
move with speed up and down the ice,
rarely still. The more they skate, the 
more chances for offense they create.

GOalIEs “Potential” 
Goalies are players that keep the other team from
scoring. They do so by not moving nearly as much 
as other players on the team. We can think of them
as potential energy because while they possess the 
ability to explode into action, they remain stationary
until outside forces cause them to move. 
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188 cm
90 kg

190 cm
101 kg

183 cm
84 kg

188 cm
92 kg

190 cm
94 kg

183 cm
87 kg

188 cm
106 kg

185 cm
89 kg

190 cm
79 kg

190 cm
98 kg

178 cm
80 kg



SLAP SCIENCE
The slapshot is a type of shooting action used in hockey to make the puck fly at incredible speeds. While the hardest slapshot on
the Ducks currently belongs to Captain Ryan Getzlaf (103 mph!), every player on the team must master this shot. So how can
we “Turn Up The Energy” and make these shots harder? That depends on the player and the stick.
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BrEaK It DOWn
Wind-up – The player will raise and rotate the stick to shoulder height 
or higher, transfer their weight from the back skate to the front skate,

and then swing the stick forward while shifting their body weight.

Flex – During the swinging motion, the player 
will target the area directly behind the 

puck to make contact with the ice. The 
contact with the ice will cause the stick 
blade and shaft to bend back, increasing 
the potential energy in the stick.

release – All the player’s weight 
moves to the front skate as they 

move the stick into the puck and off the 
ice, releasing the potential energy of 
the stick. The moving or kinetic 
energy from the stick and body 
is transferred to the puck, 
sending it flying 
through the air.

return – After 
the puck is shot, 

the stick will return 
to it’s original, rigid, 
position even as the 
player continues to move. 
The flying puck may strike a 
number of things (other players, 
boards, glass, the net) once again 
transferring the energy it received 
from the player and stick.

shaft
Each player can 

select how rigid this
part is to suit their
personal playing 
style and shot

preference.

Blade
The blade’s curve will 
determine whether a 
player is a left or right

handed shooter. The curve
can also be adjusted to 

suit the players personal
playing style.

Potential Energy
The flexing stick represents an 
increase of elastic potential energy,
much like a rubber band.

law of Conservation of Energy
Energy is transfered where the blade
of the stick meets the puck.

Kinetic Energy
Moving energy can 
be observed in the 
movements of the
player, stick, and puck.

Antoine Vermette 
Center



GIvE It a trY!
Pick up the mini-stick and
use your body weight push
down on the stick until the
stick bends in the middle of
the shaft.

FLExIN’
Ducks players understand the potential of their sticks. To use them effectively, a player shooting the puck will strike the ice behind
the rubber disc, bending the stick, just before they touch it. In hockey, we call this “loading the stick”. Scientifically speaking, we call
this increasing the stick’s potential energy; specifically, elastic potential energy. That’s because once a player bends the stick it will
return to its original shape or position. When they release this stored energy by moving the stick forward they can shoot the puck
with much more force then if they had simply made direct contact with the puck.
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Release the pressure
you’ve put on it. The
stick should straighten
back to its original
shape.

Take a look at the items below. Circle the objects you think possess elastic potential energy.

Rock Rubber band Yo-yo Tennis ball

Why does the stick bend? materials, stick thickness, and length are all important factors. Find two items
of roughly the same size and weight where one is more flexible and the other less so. How are they the
same? How are they different?

Objects with 
elastic potential

require an outside
force to increase 
their potential to 

do work.

the slapshot 
is part of an 

energy chain. 
Player to stick. 
Stick to puck. 

Puck to ?



FACE-OFF!
Every object on earth has potential energy. While a slap shot depends on the elastic potential 
energy of a stick, we can increase any objects potential to do work by simply picking it up. For this 
activity we’re going to calculate the gravitational potential energy of three different types of pucks.

Gravitational energy is dependent on both the object and earth’s gravity. To calculate the 
gravitational potential energy each of these pucks possess, we need to know a few things.
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A joule is one of 
the units we use 

when we express a 
measure of energy.

It is a description of 
how much work an 
object may do or is 
doing. We use a  j

to label joules.

=
Gravitational

Potential
Energy

Also known as
PEgrav.

mass (m)
This is the amount 
of matter an object 
possesses. Mass is 

often confused with 
the weight of an object.

While weight is a 
factor, so is the force 

of gravity. This is 
measured in grams (g).

Height (h)
We can think of this 

as the distance between
two objects. For our 

purposes it will be the
distance between the 
ice and the puck. It is

measured in meters (m).

Gravity (g)
We need a number 
that represents the

amount of acceleration 
an object is given by
being near Earth’s 

surface. This number is
9.8 meter per second
squared. We can think 

of this simply as 10.

x x

Write it down! the formula for calculating gravitational potential energy is PEgrav = mgh



The referee is about to blow the whistle calling players from each team to meet
for a face-off. Calculate the gravitational potential energy for each puck below.

GrEat jOB! You’ve recognized the potential of each puck! 

We can change a variable in order to increase the gravitational potential of smaller and
lighter pucks, what is it? 

CHanGE It uP
Adjust and calculate to 
give the mini pucks more 
gravitational potential energy
than the regulation puck.
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A face-off is the 
way a hockey 

game starts action 
whenever we 

begin a period of 
play or after play 

was stopped. 
There are nine small 

red circles where 
opposing players will 
meet and wait for a 

referee to drop the puck 
to start the action.

1m

0m

.25m

1.5m

2m

mass = 36g
Gravity = 10
Height = 1m

(3) mInI PuCKs

PEgrav =

mass = 18g
Gravity = 10
Height = 1m

FOam PuCK

PEgrav =

mass = 156g
Gravity = 10
Height = 1m

rEGulatIOn PuCK

PEgrav =

(3) mInI PuCKs

PEgrav =

mass = 36g
Gravity = 10

Height = m

PEgrav =

mass = 156g
Gravity = 10

Height = m

rEGulatIOn PuCK



LET’S GET mOVING
Kinetic energy is energy of all motion. Objects like a roller coaster car or an NHL player move with kinetic energy because of 
two important factors, mass and speed. If Ryan Getzlaf collides with the ice rink boards at a very slow speed, he doesn’t do much 
to them. But, if he runs into them at a much higher rate of speed, you will see those boards bend like they’re about to fall over! 
Likewise, a player that has more mass than the Captain might have as much impact on those boards even if he was moving at a 
slower rate of speed. Mass and speed are variables that determine the amount kinetic energy an object, or in our case players, exert.
For our purposes, we’ll think of mass as the weight listed next our players on page 6-7.

The Ducks are able to look at an opposing team roster and estimate the amount of kinetic energy [KE] the other team can 
play with. They use a simple formula that concentrates 
on mass (m) and speed (s). You’ll notice in the formula, 
KE = ½(mass)(speed)2, that speed is part of the formula 
not once but twice! This means that speed affects an 
object’s kinetic energy and the joules it produces.

Now you know that speed and mass 
are the things that matter when we 
want to measure kinetic energy, 
complete the following activities!

       

GEt tHE FaCts
Formula: KE = s x s x m ÷ 2

mass [m] = 1,000 kilograms (kg)
speed [s] = 20 meters per second (mps) 

Kinetic Energy [KE] = ??? joules (J)

suBstItutE
Place the values into the equation:

KE = s x s x m ÷ 2

KE = 20 x 20 x 1,000 ÷ 2

multIPlY
KE = 20 x 20 x 1,000 ÷ 2 

KE =200,000 J

s = 30 mps
m = 12 g

mInI PuCK

KE =

s = 30 mps
m = 156 g

rEGulatIOn PuCK

KE =

s = 30 mps
m = 18 g

FOam PuCK

KE =

remember, we measure the amounts of potential
and kinetic energy in joules (J).

1. mass matters
Rank (1-3) the following three pucks 
in the order of their kinetic energy. 
The puck with the MOST should 
receive a “3” and the puck with the 
LEAST should receive a “1”. All three 
pucks are traveling at the same speed.
(HINT: What two things matter most 
for kinetic energy?)
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ExamPlE
Let’s find the kinetic energy of a moving car weighing 1,000 kilograms (kg) and traveling at a speed of 20 meters per second (mps).

Write it down! the formula for calculating
kinetic energy is KE = ½(mass)(speed)2



mass transIt
The name of the game in hockey is 
to play with most kinetic energy. This means 
that players, especially forwards, need to skate
hard to shoot and score goals. When the Ducks
don’t play with more energy than their opponents,
their fans know that it’s going to be a long night
ahead of them. They’ll be playing hockey from behind and in some cases, on the floor! It’s up to the coaching staff and Coach Carlyle 
to remind the team to “Turn Up The Energy”. Since the Ducks can’t change their weight during a game, it all comes down to playing 
with more speed!

Coach Carlyle added you as a new coach to study his players’ 
kinetic energy. During a game, you noticed that the entire team
skated with a speed of 10 mps. However, not all players matched
the energy of Nick Ritchie who played a great period of hockey. 
So which player on the team needs to turn up his energy? 
Identify the player who skated with the least amount of joules
after the first period. Also, calculate his amount of kinetic energy.
You’ll need to give Coach Carlyle a report of your findings. 
(HINT: Look at the Anaheim Ducks roster on pages 6-7.)

Name:

Number:
Mass:

Speed: 10 mps
Kinetic

Energy:

Name: Nick
Ritchie

Number: 37
Mass: 106 kg

Speed: 10 mps
Kinetic

Energy: 5,300 J

1. Why did player ONE skate with less energy 
than player TWO?

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

2. Using your results, what does player ONE need to do 
to “Turn Up the Energy” for the second period? 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

2. speed matters
Rank (1-3) the following 
three pucks in the order of 
their kinetic energy. The puck
with the MOST should receive 
a “3” and the puck with the
LEAST should receive a “1”. 
All three pucks have the 
same mass. (HINT: What 
two things matter most for 
kinetic energy?)

 

 

 

 

s = 20 mps
m = 156 g

slOW PuCK

KE =

s = 30 mps
m = 156 g

mEDIum PuCK

KE =

s = 40 mps
m = 156 g

Fast PuCK

KE =

Player TWOPlayer ONE
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Whether it’s the speed or mass that changes, 
the formula stays the same.
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A hockey stick is a great example of potential and kinetic energy at work.
It bends like a rubber band so that it can shoot a puck at a goalie after
springing back into shape. Not many of us have shot a puck before but
we’ve all seen or played a game with some furious fowl. Like the hockey
stick, the game uses potential energy and kinetic energy to shoot the
angry birds at their target. Using this same concept, it’s your job to help
some mad ducks with your knowledge of energy. They want to show their
feathered cousins that they can fly!

2. Turn your paper 
so that one of 
the corners 
is pointing 
upwards.

1. Begin by selecting one of the 3”x 3” sticky notes to fold.

DIrECtIOns:
Gather Your 
materials

Three 3”x 3”
sticky notes

One rubber 
band Pencil Pen Ruler

make three 
mad Ducks

  

  

3. Fold the left and 
right corners until 
they meet in the 
center. Then, draw 
a dot where the 
two corners meet.

4. Fold all four 
corners so 
that they 
meet at 
the dot.

5. Fold the bottom tip down so 
it touches the bottom edge.

6. Fold the entire piece in half. 7. Fold and unfold as shown. This crease 
helps to make the neck as you pull it forward. 

8. Form the head by folding and
unfolding. Then pull up its beak 
gently. 

9. To make the tail, fold and unfold where indicated. 
Then lift the tail up gently.  Now you have your first
duck! Make sure you use 
your pen to give it eyes 
and the 
number 1 
on its tail.

10. Make two more 
ducks and number 
them 2 and 3.
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1. Decide which hand 
you will place the rubber
band on. If you are right
handed, you will probably
want to place the rubber
band on your left hand 
or vice versa.

2. Place one loop around
the thumb of your left
hand and place the other
loop around the index 
finger of your left hand.

3. When you spread your 
index finger and thumb apart,
the rubber band should be
pulled tight.

4. Take duck #1 and set it on
the rubber band. Did the duck
fly? Record your results.

5. Then, take duck #2 and 
set it on the rubber band. 
Pull the duck back 4 cm and 
let go. Did the duck fly? 
Write down your observations
in the chart.

 DuCK           Pull          DID It FlY?                                                             OBsErvatIOns

      1                  0 cm            Yes   or   No                                                                              

      2                 4 cm            Yes   or   No                                                                              

      3                 8 cm            Yes   or   No

1. Which duck flew the highest? 
Explain why some ducks flew higher 
than others. (HINT: Think energy!)

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

2. Explain how pulling on a rubber band and 
potential energy are related. When did you see 
the most potential energy in the rubber band?
(HINT: Which “pull” did the duck fly highest?) 

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

3. Using your knowledge of a rubber band 
and some flying ducks, explain how potential 
energy and kinetic energy work together. 
(HINT: How did the ducks get their energy?)

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

record 
and reflect 

   

make 
them Fly!

   
6. Finally, take duck #3 and set 
it on the rubber band. Pull duck
#3 back 8 cm and let go. Did 
the duck fly? Write down your 
observations in the chart.

look around your classroom. What other things “work” with a combination of potential and kinetic energy?
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YOU mAkE THE CALL!
Everything we do, whether it’s eating, running, reading, or even sleeping, requires energy. Each time something moves or 
grows, energy is involved.  So, where does all this energy come from? And, after we are done with it, where does it go? 
Energy is a funny thing because we can’t see or feel it, but we can see and feel the effects of energy after it has helped us 
do work. In order to understand this and the law of Conservation of Energy, or energy transfer, all we need to do is to take a
look at one of hockey’s fundamentals - passing! 

When the puck moves from one player to another, it’s called passing. Passing is a skill that is more important than skating 
or shooting because when it’s done well it leads to goals. Once another player receives a pass, they can choose to hold it or 
pass it off to another teammate. Hockey doesn’t just recognize the goal scorer. It’s a game that also awards an assist to the 
two players who passed the puck right before it was scored. All these players are recorded on a scoring summary which 
describes how a goal was scored, when it was scored, and the order of the players who contributed to the goal. Not quite 
sure how this works? Let’s take a look at an official NHL scorecard below.

Using an official NHL scorecard, scoring summary, and roster, complete diagrams for the 
Anaheim Ducks goals that were scored against the Calgary Flames on April 15, 2017.

Goal scorer –
Player scoring
the goal.

assist 2 – The second assist is given 
to the player who made the pass to
player who received the first assist.

assist 1 – The first assist is 
given to the player who made
the pass to the goal scorer.

Shot

Pass

Goal

Net

Puck

  #     Player
  3     Kevin Bieksa
  4     Cam Fowler
  5     Korbinian Holzer
  7     Andrew Cogliano
 10    Corey Perry
  15    Ryan Getzlaf
  17     Ryan Kesler
  18    Patrick Eaves
 26    Brandon Montour
 33    Jakob Silfverberg
 36    John Gibson
 37    Nick Ritchie
 42    Josh Manson
 47    Hampus Lindholm
 50    Antoine Vermette
 67    Rickard Rakell

   Goal      Period      time        team           Goal scorer                 assist 1                    assist 2
      1              1            3:21         ANA      Jakob Silfverberg    Brandon Montour       Cam Fowler
      2             1           6:44        ANA        Rickard Rakell          Ryan Getzlaf           Kevin Bieksa
      3             1          18:24        CGY       Mikael Backlund       Michael Frolik       Mark Giordano
      4             2           7:01         CGY        Sean Monahan      Johnny Gaudreau        T.J. Brodie
      5             3          15:14        ANA         Ryan Getzlaf            Ryan Kesler            Corey Perry

sCOrInG summarY
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PASS THE ENERGY PLEASE
rube Goldberg (1883-1970) was a Pulitzer Prize winning cartoonist best known 
for his creative illustrations depicting complex contraptions that performed 
a simple task. He graduated from UC Berkeley with a degree in engineering. 
Soon after graduation and a brief stint designing sewer systems for the city 
of San Francisco, Goldberg went to work for a newspaper as a cartoonist. 
It was there that he began experimenting with two dimensional inventions 
with the ultimate purpose of making his audience laugh. His “machines” 
were wildly popular and soon the name Rube Goldberg was given to any 
intricate series of interactive devices that trapped a mouse, wiped clean 
a mustache, or a number of other normally ordinary everyday actions 
made complex by his cartoons.

IT’S THE LAW
In the same way a player passes a puck, objects do the same when they pass energy to each other. All the energy present on Earth 
is here thanks to the Sun. And, the passing of energy has been going on since we received the first assist from our very own star. 
The transfer of energy can be explained through the law of Conservation of Energy. It says we cannot create or destroy energy, 
only store and pass it from object to object. This might mean from stick to puck or in the case of a Rube Goldberg Machine™, 
anything your mind can dream up!

Remember, we can think of the energy transfer as a chain…a chain that can be traced all the way back to our sun. However, in order
to get a better idea of how energy is transferred from object to object it is helpful to look at segments of that chain. For instance, the
slapshot can be reduced down to three simple “transfers” of energy; player to stick, stick to puck, and hopefully…puck to the back of
net, for the Ducks of course!

Take a look at the 5-step Rube Goldberg Machine™ that Wild Wing made. List the type of energy, potential
or kinetic, in each of the blank boxes. Draw an asterisk (    ) where energy will be transfered from object to 
object through the Law of Conservation of Energy. When you are done, replicate Wild Wing’s machine with 
your very own supplies.

Check it out!
To see some of 

Rube Goldberg’s 
incredible designs and 
other machines that 
he has inspired, visit

bit.ly/2018FFFtprojectsArtwork Copyright © and TM Rube Goldberg Inc. All Rights Reserved. RUBE GOLDBERG® is a registered trademark of Rube Goldberg Inc.
All materials used with permission. rubegoldberg.com

*
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THE WING mACHINE
Wild Wing is known for helping “Turn Up The Energy” each night at Honda Center. That said, he knows the quickest way to get
17,000 people on their feet is an Anaheim Ducks goal. Wing wants to get in on the action by putting his new found knowledge of 
potential, kinetic, and the Law of Conservation of Energy to the test and he’s going to need your help. 

using all the pucks and mini stick in your kit, create a 10-step rube Goldberg machine™
that scores a goal! use creativity and the engineering process to help transfer that energy
from your brain to the back of the net.

We want to see your creations! Submit 
pictures of your designs or videos of them 
in action at bit.ly/2018FFFtprojects
We’ll share them with rest of crowd at the 

First Flight Field Trip on February 28th.

Gather items, including
all three mini pucks, 
the foam puck, the 
regulation puck, the 
mini stick and other 
materials from your
classroom or home.

Sketch the 
design for your
machine in the
space provided
below.
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Coach Carlyle 
knows the potential 
his players possess.
Whether it’s putting in 
the right center to win 
the face-off, lining up 

the perfect defenseman 
for an explosive slap shot, 

or icing a keen-eyed 
forward to tip that blast, 

he knows it will take 
energy to accomplish 

their goal. Think of your 
materials like players with 
a job to do and engineer

a solution!

When a plan fails, the Ducks and Coach Carlyle don’t hang
their heads. they get to work! By examining what went wrong
we can fix our mistakes and improve upon on our design.
When one of your attempts fail, write down the cause and
suggest a potential solution for the problem.

DOn’t stOP nOW!
There’s another challenge waiting 

for you. Register for the Rube Goldberg
Machine Contest at rubegoldberg.com.

Artwork Copyright © and TM Rube Goldberg Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. RUBE GOLDBERG® is a registered trademark of Rube
Goldberg Inc. All materials used with permission. rubegoldberg.com

Label the parts of your
Wing Machine that 
represent potential 
energy, kinetic energy, 
and the Law of 
Conservation of Energy
(you can write LCE).

Build  a physical prototype
of your design with 
the materials you’ve 
gathered. You can do 
this alone but it’s a lot
more fun with friends 
or classmates.

Record your results.
Keep track of your
attempts, most 
importantly your
failed passes.








